Directions to ROIC

Class Location
The ROIC is accessed via I-95, in Ewing, NJ. The main access gate along River Road is the primary entry.

Access is made via I-95 or River Road.

1. You need to stop at the gate and advise the Guard that you are attending a class at the ROIC. As you drive past the gate proceed to "T intersection and make the immediate LEFT TURN (museum LOG Cabin on your right) Proceed to top of drive pass the garage (on Right). Make a RIGHT TURN and proceed straight to Guard Booth. Just before Guard Booth is Schwartzkopf Drive. Turn LEFT on to Schwartzkopf Drive.

2. Proceed along Drive to end.

3. Parking is available in the front of the ROIC and along the drive in designated spaces. There are limited spaces, so plan to arrive early.

4. Entry via the front door and advise the guard your are attending a class in the Bunk room. (Room 108)

5. Bunk room is located through the main doors and immediately right. Walk straight ahead to room # 108 A & B.

6. If you have trouble, contact me at 609-273-1745 cell.